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NetSuite Analytics Warehouse

Many companies consolidate business data 

within complex spreadsheets or in third-party 

analytics applications that take time and costly 

resources to set up and maintain. Without robust 

visualization capabilities, it’s difficult to 

understand trending patterns, correlate point in 

time data or spot outliers. Advanced technology 

like machine learning can accelerate your 

understanding by performing some of the most 

difficult analysis for you.

Making Sense of All Your Data

Ready-to-Go, Prebuilt Data 
Warehouse

NetSuite Analytics Warehouse is a cloud-based, 
analytics platform and data warehouse for NetSuite.  
It’s built leveraging Oracle Analytics Cloud, a machine 
learning-powered analytical tool, and Oracle 
Autonomous Data Warehouse. It provides 
comprehensive data analysis by aggregating multiple 
sources of data in a single place, including NetSuite 
data. In addition to prebuilt data pipelines that bring 
data into the warehouse, NetSuite Analytics Warehouse 
comes with prebuilt KPIs, dashboards, visualizations 
and charts so business leaders and analysts can more 
quickly discover new data trends, patterns and outliers. 
With NetSuite Analytics Warehouse, you’ll be able to 
make decisions with more confidence.

Headline 1

Transactional reporting provides visibility. For example, you can see that sales last month lagged 
behind the same month last year. But this data can’t help you understand why. What if you could 
add website traffic and supply chain information into your analysis? It might then lead to key 
insights like correlations between web marketing spend and monthly sales or how backorder 
issues caused a dip in order fulfillment.

See it in actionLearn more

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/analytics/data-warehouse.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17_iRnmGZIw
http://facebook.com/netsuite
http://twitter.com/netsuite
http://www.linkedin.com/company/netsuite
https://www.instagram.com/oraclenetsuite/

